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project details

   the challenge: 
To coordinate the relocation of all the Kelly’s personal effects including a classic 
car, grand piano and their pet dog from London to Australia.

   the benefits:
- Because of the sentimental value the Kelly’s placed on their possessions we 
went to great lengths to reassure them of their safe transport, demonstrating 
specialist packing techniques for larger items and those irreplaceable gifts 
their grandchildren had made over the years.

Combining a move abroad with a heavy workload can turn an international 
relocation into an epic adventure. We create move plans that work for you, not 
just for us. We know you want to hit your workload running and we can 
suggest transport choices that get your effects moving quickly, plus move 
support options – from orientation services to home cleaning – that will leave 
you with a warm welcome and a clear head for business.

People’s personal effects rarely travel as quickly as they do. Which is why 
co-ordination is one of the keywords of international moving: making sure that 
you and your possessions are reunited on precisely the right day. Our account 
managers have the experience to weave move programmes into your own 
busy diary, working closely with you and your company to achieve strategic 
deadlines and provide you with a worry-free start to your new working life. 
Believe it or not, it can make the business of moving a real pleasure.

“The people at Harrow Green made sure all of our items were given extra 
special attention as we’d collected a lot of valuable things over the years. Our 
piano sounds just as good in our new home as it did back in England.”
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   the solution:
A detailed move plan was created to put the Kelly’s at ease over their 
belongings.  We also introduced them to a pet relocation specialist who 
formed part of their move team.
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